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Hall’s Mastermind Group 

This virtual peer group is comprised of likeminded professionals looking to grow themselves 

and their companies through an investment of time, effort, and finances. You may have several 

questions about the group in advance of joining. I have put together a list of Frequently Asked 

Questions (FAQs) to help provide you with answers. Please reach out if additional questions 

arise. 

Mastermind Group FAQs 

1. Is there a term expectation? (i.e. one year commitment) 

a. The only commitment I ask is for the initial 3 months of participation.  

2. Can participants opt for 1 quarter, 2 quarters, etc.? 

a. Absolutely 

3. Are Mastermind groups typically for businesses with a minimum revenue amount, staff 

requirement, and business existence?  

a. Not really. For the group to be successful, the members must receive ongoing 

benefit. The challenges a large business owner faces are typically different than 

the ones small business owners face. I’ve elected to focus this group on 

solopreneurs, entrepreneurs, and small business owners. The needs of the 

individual drive participation in the group more so than the size of the company. 

4. When and how are new members added to the group? 

a. Membership in the group occurs through referral.  I interview each applicant in 

advance to ensure they’ll be a good fit, receive value, and can provide value to 

the group. The group size is limited to 8-10 members maximum. If additional 

applicants want to join, we can start another group. 

5. Are there criteria for evaluating new/all members? 

a. The most important criteria are the spirit of helping others and receiving help as 

needed. We also require confidentiality with no business conflicts. Beyond that, I 

evaluate based upon needs of the individual and the group, business knowledge, 

professionalism, and more. I personally interview all new applicants and may ask 

existing members to do the same. 

b. If an existing member turns out to not be a good fit for the group, they may be 

asked to leave. Group culture and the spirit of helping is paramount to success. 

6. Is payment required annually, quarterly, or bi-annually? 

a. The standard payment method is quarterly, but I am open to bi-annually or 

annually. I do require payment in advance of the meeting. It creates an 

uncomfortable relationship if I have to chase someone for payment. If issues 

arise in advance, let me know and we can work something out. 

7. How do you as the group leader/members know if the Mastermind Group is working 

successfully? 
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a. Ultimately, success is defined by each individual and whether their needs are 

being met. In advance of the meeting, I ask for any discussion items of interest as 

well as feedback on what will make it the most valuable meeting possible. I also 

ask for feedback at the end of every meeting.  

8. How are emergency/extenuating situations handled if a member or group leader has to 

cancel a session? 

a. As leader, I do everything possible to ensure that doesn’t happen. In the event it 

does, I try to reschedule at an appropriate time to ensure each member can 

attend.  

9. Are agendas set by the group leader, members, or combination? 

a. The top agenda item for every meeting is to ensure that members’ timely issues 

and opportunities are discussed. We try to limit each to 10 minutes or less, so we 

have time for topics relevant to all members. I also bring in speakers and discuss 

topics relevant to the group based upon their input and feedback. I strictly 

moderate the meetings to ensure one or two members do not consistently 

dominate discussions. 
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Rich Hall is the CEO and Founder of Rich Hall Group, LLC.  

RHG provides Business Coaching and Leadership Development 

services for privately-owned, small to medium sized businesses.  
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